
What will we learn from COP26, and how will the UK’s environmental communication 
community translate international declarations into local action, and national 
programmes? On January 19th the Communicate conference brought together communication 
professionals from across the country for a series of roundtable conversations on 6 key topics. 
This document captures some of the main questions, themes and provocations discussed. 
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Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Empowering young people: they want to have their say, rather than just being given information. 

Expect them to have opinions and be willing to take action, and help! We need to build campaigns 

and strategies that give young people a voice, without older generations feeling their values are 

under attack.

Avoiding blanket communications: let’s link to young people’s interests and remember 

to be specific, ‘young people’ is a very broad description! While we must emphasise the need for 

positive action, let’s not forget the emotional connection and the fun, challenge and chance to 

‘escape’ that nature also provides. 

Establishing shared goals / a common framework: we need more coherence on goals, there 

could be a role for a national organisation/consortium to create a common framework and join 

up fragmented locally responsive work. We could put energy behind the same campaigns 

to speak with one voice and support each other better. We need 

a specific focus on tangible green skills and realistic career paths.

Making better use of existing structures and mechanisms: 
can we make better use of existing youth structures and mechanisms? 

Can we work with them to coordinate the messages and action needed?

Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Improving messaging 

•   Striking the balance between oversimplifying versus patronising information 

•   Being aware of stoking climate anxiety 

•   Avoiding the risk of repeating the same ine�ective information, we need new messages

•   Some feel it’s di�cult to engage young people on COP26, as many feel it was a failure 

•   Is environmental teacher training material too simple or not engaging enough?

Intergenerational disconnection

•   There are power dynamics between di�erent age groups that need to be acknowledged

•   There is a stark contrast between engaging with older members while trying to reach 

new younger audiences

•   There is a risk of homogenising young people

Pressure / risk of exploiting young people 

•   There can be pressure on young people to be a ‘youth representative' 

•   Are we exploiting young people as we engage with them, e.g. through voluntary work? 

Are we trying to get them to just support our cause, rather than listening to them?

Tokenistic engagement 

•   There is a risk of tokenistic inclusion or engagement with young people which can be 

exacerbated by funding structures: organisations are incentivised to reinvent their own 

wheel rather than building on others work

•   Young people do not always have formal routes into policy processes and so their only 

avenue is "protest", which those in power are trying to make more and more di�cult

Learning from COP26 about better
partnerships with young peopleConversation 1

Manu Maunganidze 
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Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Language / definitions 

•   There are di�erences in the language used on these issues, especially 

between the public, private and voluntary sectors 

•   There is no clear definition of greenwashing  (one definition was suggested 

during the session was “greenwashing is intentionally misleading someone”)

•   We need more clarity and transparency in communications and standards 

Inclusivity and segmentation

•   Too many organisations and minority groups are excluded from the sector

•   Separate interests and expertise across the sector means that there is bound 

to be segmentation, and disparity about how we deal with these issues 

can lead to conflict

Competing for funding

•   There is an ongoing challenge of wanting to work together, but also 

wanting to demonstrate impact to funders: we're often competing 

for the same funding

Better partnerships with business 

•   The sector needs to engage with associations and sector bodies which 

can help facilitate discussions with business

•   There is a lack of understanding of the barriers 

and constraints for business 

Transparency, accountability, 
and avoiding greenwashingConversation 2

Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Shared communications: we need common communication messages, shared framing and language. We 
need to be less partisan about our own organisation’s brand / image, and to make sure we use clear, inclusive 
language about the environment as a whole, rather than climate and nature as separate issues.

Zero tolerance of greenwashing: our sector needs a ‘zero tolerance of greenwashing’ stance and to be 
comfortable at publicly calling people out. We need to hold each other to a high standard, and give the public 
the tools to understand and recognise greenwashing.

More collaboration and sharing best practice: we need more collaboration between conservation and 
environmental NGO’s, and to work together on more opportunities for sharing best practice and successes.

Transparency: we need to be as transparent as we expect everyone else to be and open source about the 
challenges. Let’s work together to de-risk action / communication of action to alleviate the fear of greenwashing. 
We could develop a robust self-audit tool that organisations can use to critically analyse their own activities.

Manu Maunganidze 
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Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Hearing di�erent voices: we need to understand what people value in order to appeal to di�erent world 
views, without making assumptions. We must use the value of ‘place’ to bring people together, and use nature as 
a connection between di�erent values and communities. Let’s better showcase work already taking place to 
demonstrate behaviour change.

Collaborative communications: partnerships will help with the clarity of messaging and will lead to greater 
impact, rather than independently trying to do the same thing. We need communications professionals and 
organisations involved in research projects from the outset so that solutions / action can be co-designed from 
the beginning. Some of our "national treasure" environmental organisations have signi�cant in�uence that can bene�t 
the whole sector. Let’s focus on place-based engagement, and more on micro communities that connect people.

Messaging / language: we start with simple and doable �rst actions to encourage people on the journey to 
taking action for the environment. Let’s use more emotional language, as objective science is not enough. Let’s 
allow our communications colleagues to be more political and explore how can we use language which is 
attractive to various political parties. e.g. 'social justice' vs 'fairness'. We should focus on engaging the public on 
tangible commitments (e.g. net zero), where business and local authorities are getting on board, rather than 
trying to in�uence policy across the board.

Skills development: let’s work together to develop skills in the sector, particularly a better 
understanding of policy making. Let’s create exciting initiatives to develop green skills.

From international declarations 
to local action Conversation 3

Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Money and Resources

•   We know that organisations are competing for funding instead of working 

together. Perhaps we could develop more partnerships in our own niches

•   A�ordability is an issue, we know that many green options (e.g. zero waste shops) 

are luxurious, niche, middle class options, and we need a wider range of solutions

•   How can we work together to put the environment at the heart of the economy?

Messaging

•   We need to move away from “don't worry, science will solve this” and create 

a space for people to get to grips with their valid anxiety about the situation. 

•   We need to use messaging to appeal to di�erent world views. Let’s work together to bridge the gap 

between values/language of older people and their politics, and the values/language of young 

people/liberal voters 

•   We need to be empowering people to explore environment on their terms without anyone telling 

them what environmental engagement should look or feel like to them

Life hurdles 

•   We need to recognise that people need time and capacity to engage with environmental issues

•   Some feel there is a lack of lived experience in some of the larger NGOs, and that some sta� may 

be approaching environmental issues from a completely di�erent angle to people on the ground

•   Climate anxiety is a real issue for younger people facing an uncertain future. We need positive 

a�rmation that working together creates real change

•   We need to work together to make sustainability or pro-conservation actions easier 

and more systemic, so that people don't need to think about each decision

Politics 

•   Climate change is political – we need to show leadership reaching across to political beliefs and shared values
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Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Developing a Uni�ed Message: we need to bring together one uni�ed message or brand that everyone in the 
sector can use and get behind, create a joined up and strategic target for the sector to reach, and build on the 
success of joined up PR messages.

Accessibility: we need the whole sector to commit to bringing young, diverse, local and indigenous voices to 
the front of communications. Let’s also commit to sharing learning within the sector, and stop using jargon. 
We know the term ‘Nature Based Solutions’ can mean di�erent things for di�erent people and it’s our role 
to clear up misconceptions.

Bandwagons: Let’s be explicit in joining up our campaigns with what is relevant in the mass media. 
For example right now we could be lining up messaging more e�ectively with BBC's Green Planet series. 

Strengthen the sector: Let’s �nd ways to support and strengthen each other towards common goals, even 
when we are competing for funding, air-time, members and wider support. 

Putting nature at the heart of climate 
change communicationConversation 4

Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Inclusivity

•   The inequality and lack of diversity in the sector doesn’t reflect the range of voices that need to be heard 

•   We need a specific focus to ensure that nature and biodiversity accessible to people who don't have access 

to gardens or local greenspace

Competition

•   How do we prevent 'in- fighting' within the conservation community with so many conflicting agendas?

•   The ownership and branding of our own organisations can stop us having a single, unified message

•   We often face internal challenges setting goals and agreeing priorities and this can hamper collaboration 

with others. 

•   Often decisions may be taken at a senior level, while collaboration takes place at a delivery level

•   There is a risk of personal and organisation ‘burn out’, especially after COP26. How can we collectively 

support a culture to address this? 

Greenwashing

•   As the messaging around COP26 was based around ‘Net Zero’ – 

how do we show that the science is more complex, without losing progress?

•   We need to encourage companies to be honest and transparent, and allow 

them to admit their failures so they can then commit to change

•   The risk of calling out greenwashing could lead to less funding

Messaging and Terminology

•   It is our responsibility to close the gap between climate change and nature 

communications, let’s draw together the messages from COP26 and COP15. 

2022 is a “super year for nature” with COP15, UK COP26 presidency, 30 years 

since the Rio summit, 50 years of UNEP, halfway point to deliver the Sustainable 

Development Goals – there are lots of opportunities to keep attention on the 

issue!

•   The science behind behaviour change campaigns is still not widely understood 

and valued in the environmental sector, are there initiatives or activities we can 

work on together to make progress on this?
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 Engaging People with Trees, 
Woodlands and DeforestationConversation 5

Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Tackling misinformation

•   There is a lot of misinformation still being used and it’s important that there are trusted sources 

at the heart of communications networks

•   Natural regeneration of trees is not a panacea: the science around this is complex, 

but it's rarely portrayed that way

•   Solutions need to be community based

Funding

•   Siloed funding streams are a big barrier. Academics often can't include funding for partners 

on bids, communication and engagement activities become an “add-on” 

•   We must tackle the perception that trees are cheap. There are numerous corporate partners looking 

to say they planted millions of trees who are able to find e-NGOs to plant them for very low cost per tree. 

We must acknowledge that in England, a more realistic cost is £5 per tree plus when factoring long term 

management, land, and other costs

Tree planting is not a silver bullet

•   We must avoid messaging of simply “plant a tree!” and ensure there are 

well informed plans in place to produce resilient woodlands that deliver 

biodiversity, products and wellbeing. 

•   Let’s move towards messaging that “Planting a tree is just 

the start...” and make sure communication campaigns continue 

after the trees are planted
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Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Amplifying existing work: let’s join up current messages and communications wherever possible to send to 
audiences as trusted sources. We need to talk less to ourselves and instead embed communications into other 
sectors in order to get reliable information about trees, woodlands and their needs into the mainstream media 
and locations. It is a priority to build aftercare of trees into communications and work together on education 
more intensely, showcasing projects and their bene�ts beyond nature i.e. carbon o�setting, biodiversity, mental 
health, wellbeing, food sources.

Collaboration with the culture sector: we agree that people understand the ‘why’ of tree planting, but we let’s 
explore new collaborations to engage people in di�erent ways, and new types of messaging.

Clarifying messaging: let’s work together to improve language and get away from “green” language (biodiversity, 
natural world , climate change, net zero) and use more terms like “variety of life”, “reducing su�ering”, “quality of 
life”, “food”. We need to showcase simple stories and messages on how relevant trees are to our lives and the 
future. We need to ensure we move beyond written communication, technical information, and ‘English-only’ 
materials.

Linking trees and mental health: we can and should do more to show the bene�t of trees for people and places, 
and build better collaborations with the health and social care sector.

Winterbourne and Frome Valley Environmental Group



Breakthrough Communication Techniques 
and Campaigns from COP26Conversation 6

Further discussions we’ll have at Communicate 2022
Diversifying our audience in the ‘right’ way:

•   We all recognise the need for diversifying voices speaking, and also those being heard

•   Following COP26 we need to ensure we are using technical language appropriately

•   How do we get 'the right' adults to listen to the perspectives of young people who are trying to contribute?

Avoiding ‘doom and gloom’

•   Are we alleviating eco-anxiety, or contributing to it? 

•   The sector needs to embrace optimism and convey hope, all the while still portraying the urgency. 

How do we get the right balance?

•   The shift from some quarters from denialism to ‘doom-ism’ is an issue. The sector needs to be 

countering the narrative of "it's too late to do anything" as research shows fear leads to complacency

•   Individual behaviour change must be seen as something that runs in parallel with industry and 

government change

Competing for funding and air time

•   We know that seeking funds is time consuming, and we need to seek opportunities 

for more joint funding for collaboration

•   We need to recognise we often have more successful outcomes when focusing 

on cross-over issues such as food, or mental health
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Four sector priorities for the year ahead:
Avoiding ‘depressing’ messaging: we know that climate change can be di�cult to cover because its “depressing” 
and can lead to audience disengagement.  Can we work together to tell these stories in a way that doesn’t 
sacri�ce urgency against optimism?

Recognising the limits of individual action: it is important that as a sector we recognise the limits to individual 
action, and work together to highlight the actions that make the most di�erence. 

Build stronger media partnerships: we must support each other to build stronger partnerships between 
environmental charities and media outlets. 

Build partnerships with in�uencers and micro-in�uencers: we need to �nd ways to connect with bigger 
platforms and voices, and continue to ‘normalise’ discussions about climate (eg in the taxi or hair salon)
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